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Abstract: This systematic literature review explores the role of performance measurement systems (PMSs) in managing multiple logics in social enterprises. Social enterprises are hybrid organizations that simultaneously pursue a social mission (social logic) and financial sustainability (commercial logic). Satisfying multiple logics often leads to tensions, which are addressed and managed through PMSs. For this, we conduct a systematic literature review to derive our conclusions. PMSs in social enterprises may assume the roles of mediator, disrupter and symbolizer. The PMS works as a mediator in combination with sincere stakeholder involvement when both logics are represented in the PMS. If a PMS represents only one logic, it increases tensions and the PMS becomes a disrupter. When the PMS is used to enhance legitimacy, the PMS assumes the role of a symbolizer. In particular, we find that PMSs are most useful for monitoring performance and enhancing legitimacy. The role of PMSs in decision-making is limited due to difficulties of integrating social and commercial logics into a single PMS. Several factors—such as decision-makers’ influence—further shape the role of PMSs.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Problem Statement

Hybrid organizations blur the boundaries between the private, public and non-profit sectors [1]. Hybrid organizations incorporate elements from different institutional logics and are by nature exposed to contradictions [2,3]. Social enterprises, whose objectives are to achieve a social mission (social logic) through commercial activities (commercial logic), are a prime example of a hybrid organization [1,3]. Social enterprises must therefore manage a range of diverse activities, objectives and stakeholder expectations simultaneously [3–5]. Over recent decades, social enterprise as a distinct form of organization has received increasing attention from researchers [1,6,7]. Early research on social enterprises emphasizes the advantage of funding social activities by generating income from commercial activities and defining and characterizing the concepts of social enterprise and social entrepreneurship [8–13].

Recent studies focus on the tensions that arise due to the hybrid nature of social enterprises [1]. Tensions arise as a result of contradictions relating to performing, organizing, belonging and learning [14]. If tensions are not managed carefully, social enterprises may become too focused on one logic and lose their hybridity [1,8,15–19]. Different corporate governance systems influence how organizations manage these tensions, such as market competition [20], CEO tournaments [21] and incentives [22]. The literature emphasizes the importance of, but also the challenge caused by, measuring performance in social enterprises [15,16,23]. Performance measurement systems (PMSs) are important...
for monitoring performance, strategic decision-making, attention focusing and legitimacy [24]. A new strand of literature emphasizes the important role of PMSs in compensation [25]. In social enterprises, multiple logics cause conflicting objectives and demands that complicate performance measurement and result in performing tensions [14]. Performing tensions emerge due to difficulties of agreeing on objectives and performance measurement. Difficulties of representing both social and commercial logics because of different evaluation principles therefore increase performing tensions [14]. Measuring social performance often involves qualitative, ambiguous and non-standardized evaluation principles, whereas commercial performance is measured according to specific, quantitative and standardized indicators [14]. A recently emerged strand of literature develops relative performance evaluation, which is also interesting in relation to compensation of management and thereby management’s initiatives for focusing on both social and commercial performance [26]. Relative performance evaluation may be a fundamentally new way of measuring performance and is especially suitable for improving the way in which social enterprises measure social performance.

Performing tensions in social enterprises correlate with a lack of appropriate PMSs, which creates problems for managing logics. A lack of appropriate PMSs can lead to mission drift (viz., the commercial logic overriding the social logic), loss of legitimacy and difficulties of meeting the stakeholders’ demands for transparency [15,27,28]. Even though the literature acknowledges the importance of PMSs, it is still not clear whether and, if so, how PMSs influence performing tensions and contribute to managing logics in a hybrid context [1,15–17,29]. This leads to the following research question: What is the role of performance measurement systems (PMSs) for managing multiple logics in social enterprises?

1.2. Literature Review

To address this question, we conduct a systematic literature review, which synthesizes the extant body of knowledge and develops suggestions that future research may use to contribute to this topic. We review 64 journals, ranked levels 3–4* in the 2015 Association of Business Schools (ABS) Academic Journal Guide. The review identifies 94 articles on hybrid, social enterprises and performance measurement. We focus on 16 articles that are specific enough to cover the posed research question.

Based on the findings, we present three roles of PMSs in social enterprises: the PMS serving as a mediator, disrupter and symbolizer. When a PMS functions as a mediator (positive connotation), it helps to balance different views, values and demands by representing logics. Second, a PMS functioning as a disrupter (negative connotation) constitutes a barrier because of incomplete PMSs that only capture parts of the performance and thereby increase tensions. Third, a PMS in the role of a symbolizer (neutral connotation) has the purpose of enhancing legitimacy. PMSs have different uses, such as monitoring performance or enhancing legitimacy. We find that PMSs have different roles, such as mediating or symbolizing, depending on what the PMS is used for. We state that understanding the role that PMSs play in different uses in social enterprises can lead to an understanding of the conditions under which PMSs help to manage performing tensions and multiple logics. Our first finding is that—under certain conditions—PMSs can function as a mediator that prevents mission drift and re-balances logics. Second, we find that the main use of PMSs is to enhance legitimacy. Third, PMSs assume the role of a disrupter if not both logics are represented in the PMSs. Fourth, several factors influence the role of PMSs. These factors are decision-makers’ influence, situation-specific interdependence, institutional factors, stakeholder interpretation of PMSs and design characteristics of PMSs. Finally, the analysis shows that there is a lack of research on the four different uses of PMSs in social enterprises. The literature mainly analyses the use of PMSs for monitoring and enhancing legitimacy. The body of research on the use of PMSs for strategic decision-making and attention focusing in social enterprises is quite limited.

The literature review makes three novel contributions. First, it improves our understanding of the situations in which PMSs help managers in social enterprises with monitoring, decision making, attention focusing and gaining legitimacy. Second, it provides a systematic examination of factors that
influence the use of PMSs (decision-makers’ influence, situation-specific interdependence, institutional factors, stakeholder interpretation of PMSs and design characteristics of PMSs). Third, it identifies several important gaps such as how PMSs mediate decision-making, how and which factors influence the role of PMSs and how corporate governance systems affect PMSs. In addition, we need more research on when and how PMSs is a mediator in managing multiple logics.

In the next subsection, the paper presents the theoretical background with the purpose of developing a framework for the analysis. The second section explains the methodology used in this study and gives a descriptive analysis. The third section synthesizes the findings from the articles. The paper discusses the findings in the fourth section. Finally, the paper makes concluding remarks, gives suggestions for future research, and discusses limitations of the study in the fifth section.

1.3. Theoretical Background

1.3.1. Institutional Logics

Definitions and uses of institutional logics vary in the literature [30]. Thornton and Ocasio [31] (p. 804) define institutional logics as “the socially constructed, historical pattern of material practices, assumptions, values, beliefs and rules by which individuals produce and reproduce their material subsistence, organize time and space and provide meaning to their social reality.” Logics “provide the formal and informal rules of action, interaction and interpretation that guide and constrain decision makers in accomplishing the organization’s tasks and in obtaining social status, credits, penalties and rewards in the process.” Institutional logics can help explain pluralism, complexity and competing demands based on a system of values and beliefs that shape behaviour [31]. Institutional complexity can arise from the coexistence of logics that present varied and incompatible prescriptions leading to uncertainty and conflicts [14,18,30,32]. Logics are important because they explain connections that create a common purpose and unity within the organizational field [33]. Researchers within this field refer to organizations that embed such competing logics within their core features as hybrids [14].

1.3.2. The Social Enterprise as a Distinct Form of Organization

The social enterprise is a subcategory of the hybrid organization [2]. A hybrid organization is defined as having at least two different sectoral paradigms (e.g., public, private or non-profit sector), logics (e.g., social, market or business logic) and value systems (e.g., social impact or profit generation) [1,7]. Hybrid organizations therefore face highly diverse stakeholders as well as multiple and often conflicting objectives [17]. Most organizations may face cumbersome trade-offs between objectives, such as varying demands from strategic and institutional investors. Hybrid organizations differ from other organizations in that multiple logics are an inherent characteristic of hybrid organizations. In a hybrid organization it is important that no single logic dominates [3,34]. Governance systems, such as market competition [20], CEO tournaments [21] and compensation incentives [22] influence how social enterprises manage multiple logics.

The structure of social enterprises is described as an appropriate organizational form to solve social problems in society by combining social and commercial activities [13,35]. Previously, research on social enterprises has mainly focused on three aspects: management based on mission, access to financial resources and mobilization of stakeholder groups [1,8]. However, recent studies emphasize the challenge of managing multiple logics [1,14]. One definition of a social enterprise is “a business with primarily social objectives whose surpluses are principally reinvested for that purpose in the business or in the community, rather than being driven by the need to maximize profit for shareholders and owners” [36] (p. 13). Social enterprises combine elements of a social logic (non-profit sector) and a commercial logic (private sector) in their core business models [1,4]. Private companies are guided by a commercial logic to maximize shareholders’ returns, whereas non-profit organizations are guided by a social logic to generate social benefits [1,4,17,37]. Social enterprises offer goods and services to obtain a financial return (commercial logic). However, the objective is not to maximize shareholders’ profits
but to have a financially sustainable business model that generates income for social objectives (social logic). Aligning these logics can lead to ambiguity and create tensions both within the social enterprise and among stakeholders [5,37].

1.3.3. Tensions in Social Enterprises

Smith et al. [14] define four categories of tensions in social enterprises: performing, organizing, belonging and learning tensions. Performing tensions arise from challenges related to PMSs, which makes it natural to focus on performing tensions in the analysis. The analysis will only involve organizing, belonging and learning tensions if findings indicate that PMSs have an influence on these tensions.

Performing tensions arise from the challenge of integrating the objectives of social and commercial logics and evaluating the overall performance of the social enterprise [5,14,38]. One of the main tensions in social enterprises arises from the pursuit of simultaneously being financially sustainable and fulfilling social objectives [1]. This can result in a discussion of whether to invest scarce resources in commercial or social objectives [13]. Measuring performance in social enterprises creates tensions due to the challenges of combining short-term quantitative measures for commercial performance with measures for social performance, which often involves qualitative, ambiguous and non-standardized metrics [39,40]. Performing tensions also arise in the process of gaining legitimacy from diverse stakeholders [6,18]. PMSs should prevent one logic from becoming dominant because it can lead either to financial losses or to mission drift. Mission drift is a situation where the social enterprise becomes too focused on generating income and fulfilling customer demands while neglecting its social objectives [8,28,41,42]. In contrast, social enterprises may face financial losses if they become too focused on their social objectives [28]. However, it is not clear what role PMSs play in managing performing tensions or how they can help to maintain the balance between multiple logics. Fulfilling both social and commercial objectives also creates organizing, belonging and learning tensions due to different cultures, skills and employees within the social enterprise [2].

Organizing tensions arise because of the existence of diverse organizational structures, cultures and practices within the same enterprise. Stakeholders demand different actions from social enterprises, which increases the complexity of appropriate governance structures. Organizing tensions can be reduced by separating activities into sub-units or independent organizations according to their logics [43].

Belonging tensions arise when stakeholders feel attached to different logics and therefore make sense of the social enterprise and its activities differently [44]. Belonging tensions may appear because stakeholders focus on different logics and therefore have different expectations about how objectives should be prioritized. This makes it difficult for decision-makers to prioritize and allocate resources among different objectives [2,15].

Learning tensions emerge from different time horizons, such as short-term financial outcomes and long-term social impact. For example, the short-term objectives of producing and selling goods can conflict with the long-term objectives of changing or benefitting society [14]. Learning tensions also arise from difficulties of determining the appropriate growth and size of the social enterprise [14].

1.3.4. The Use of PMSs

Social enterprises need to measure both social and commercial performance. However, it is often difficult to integrate the two types of performance and define the overall success of the social enterprise [29]. In the short term, financial measures can report on commercial performance. Social performance is more difficult to measure and it takes longer time to see the effects. Furthermore, it is challenging to develop cause-and-effect chains from activities of social value creation [45,46]. Even though many new PMSs that integrate social and commercial performance have been developed in recent decades (e.g., Balanced Scorecard, social return on investment (SROI), triple bottom-line and relative performance evaluation [26,45,47,48]), their usefulness is still limited [29,45,49]. The fact that
social enterprises differ as to their organization, structure, funding, social objectives, time perspectives and stakeholders makes it difficult to develop a PMS that is broad enough to capture these diverse characteristics but narrow enough to establish a generally accepted standard [4,14,16,48,50].

Understanding the different uses of PMSs in social enterprises makes it possible to get a deeper understanding of the situations and purposes in which PMSs play a role. Henri [24] proposes four uses of performance measurement systems (PMSs): Monitoring, attention focusing, strategic decision making and legitimacy. Monitoring performance refers to creating an overview of how the social enterprise performs and whether the enterprise achieves its objectives. PMSs have a diagnostic purpose both for internal and external use.

Attention focusing refers to the use of PMSs to align stakeholders with organizational activities and objectives. Senior management can use PMSs to signal priorities and direct attention to critical aspects of performance. Another possibility for attention focusing is to tire the compensation of management to PMSs. Studies have shown that doing so increases the focus on social performance and results in higher social performance [25].

Strategic decision-making refers to the fact that PMSs should create the optimal basis for strategic decisions and, by that, for choosing the best alternatives. Information from PMSs supports management in analytical processes and in analysing cause-effect relations. PMSs improve learning and, therefore, future performance by giving structure and access to information on past performance and predictions of future opportunities.

Legitimacy refers to the justification and validation of current and future performance. PMSs can be used to enhance organizational legitimacy by improving transparency and representing information about performance, which makes it possible for the social enterprise to show the value of activities to stakeholders or underpin claimed value generation. Figure 1 summarizes the analytical framework based on the literature outlined in this section with the purpose of describing and analysing the role of PMSs in managing multiple logics.

2. Material and Method

2.1. Systematic Literature Review

We used a systematic approach to identify relevant articles for the analysis of the role of PMSs in social enterprises [51,52]. In the first step of the literature search, we set the research objectives and in the second step, we defined key theories and terms; see Figure 2. In the third step, we identified relevant journals. Our focus was on the most impactful and highest quality research journals. The search therefore included the highest-rated journals according to the 2015 Association of Business Schools (ABS) Academic Journal Guide. The search was restricted to journals ranked 3–4* and the four research fields: accounting; entrepreneurship and small business management; general management, ethics and social responsibility; and public sector and health care. We selected these research fields because of an interest in combining research in PMSs and social enterprises. Based on these criteria, the review includes 64 journals.
In the fourth step, the search included English-language peer-reviewed academic journal articles containing a combination of the search words social enterprise*, social venture*, social entrepreneurs*, hybrid [1,23] AND accounting, management control system*, performance measurement, reporting, costing, budget*, performance evaluation. The literature search was restricted to looking for keywords in titles, in the lists of keywords and in abstracts. This resulted in 94 articles.

In the fifth step, we read the abstract, title, keywords and introduction of all 94 articles in full. In the remaining sections of the articles, we searched for key terms. We only included empirical articles in the further analysis because the purpose is to understand how PMSs work in practice. This resulted in 10 articles; see Table 1. The remaining 84 articles [53–136] do not deal with PMSs in a hybrid context; see Figure 3. Most excluded articles deal with accounting in general or with hybrid practices, hybrid financing, hybrid structures or hybrid professions, which have no value for the analysis of our research question.
### Table 1. Articles represented in the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Use of PMSs</th>
<th>Logics (Original Terms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Budgeting in institutional complexity: The case of performing arts</td>
<td>Amans, Pascale Mazars-Chapelon, Agnès Villegise-Dubus, Fabienne</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Management Accounting Research</td>
<td>Monitoring Legitimacy</td>
<td>Artistic logic Managerial logic Political logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harnessing productive tensions in hybrid organizations: The case of</td>
<td>Battilana, Julie Sengul, Metin Pache, Anne Claire Model, Jacob</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Academy of Management Journal</td>
<td>Monitoring Attention focusing</td>
<td>Business logic Social logic (not explicitly mentioned)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work integration social enterprises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustaining multiple logics within hybrid organizations</td>
<td>Busco, Cristiano Giovannoni, Elena Riccaboni, Angelo</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Accounting, Auditing &amp; Accountability Journal</td>
<td>Monitoring Legitimacy</td>
<td>Social logic Commercial logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance measurement systems and the enactment of different</td>
<td>Carlsson-Wall, Martin Kraus, Kalle Messner, Martin</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Management Accounting Research</td>
<td>Monitoring Strategic decision-making Attention focusing</td>
<td>Sport logic Business logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institutional logics: Insights from a football organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance measurement, modes of evaluation and the development of</td>
<td>Chenhall, Robert H. Hall, Matthew Smith, David</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Accounting, Organizations and Society</td>
<td>Monitoring Attention focusing</td>
<td>Conflicting logics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compromising accounts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing budgetary control in the performing arts: games in the</td>
<td>Christiansen, John K. Skarfbak, Peter</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Management Accounting Research</td>
<td>Monitoring Legitimacy</td>
<td>Artistic logic &quot;Commercial&quot; logic not explicitly mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizational theatre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The logics of budgeting: Theorization and practice variation in the</td>
<td>Ezzamel, Mahmoud Robson, Keith Stapleton, Pam</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Accounting, Organizations and Society</td>
<td>Legitimacy</td>
<td>Business logic Professional logic Governance logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>educational field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions, agency and the institutionalization of budgetary control in a</td>
<td>Gooneratne, Tharunsha N. Hoque, Zahrial</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Critical Perspectives on Accounting</td>
<td>Legitimacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hybrid state-owned entity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic sensemaking within funding relationships: The effects of</td>
<td>Grimes, Matt</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Entrepreneurship: Theory and Practice</td>
<td>Attention focusing Legitimacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance measurement on organizational identity in the social sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability and giving accounts</td>
<td>Hardy, Les Ballis, Harry</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Accounting, Auditing &amp; Accountability Journal</td>
<td>Legitimacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Return on Investment (SROI) and Performance Measurement</td>
<td>Millar, Ross Hall, Kelly</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Public Management Review</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'We do good things, don’t we?: ‘Blended Value Accounting’ in social</td>
<td>Nicholls, Alex</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Accounting, Organizations and Society</td>
<td>Monitoring Legitimacy</td>
<td>Normative logics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entrepreneurship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutionalizing social entrepreneurship in regulatory space: Reporting</td>
<td>Nicholls, Alex</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Accounting, Organizations and Society</td>
<td>Legitimacy</td>
<td>Business logic Non-for-profit logics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and disclosure by community interest companies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contending legitimations</td>
<td>Rautiainen, Antti</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Accounting, Auditing &amp; Accountability Journal</td>
<td>Strategic decision-making Legitimacy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling the original intent: Catalysts for social entrepreneurship</td>
<td>Vansandt, Craig V. Sud, Mukesh Marme, Christopher</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Journal of Business Ethics</td>
<td>Legitimacy</td>
<td>Effectual logic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Descriptive Analysis of the Material

This section outlines several characteristics of the sample. First, as Figure 4 shows, most of the articles in the sample are published in accounting journals. It is remarkable that only five articles have been published in other fields than accounting given search terms such as social enterprise and reporting.

Second, it is notable that only two articles were published before 2009 and nearly 40% of all articles were published after 2014; see Figure 5.

Finally, to ensure that we had included all relevant articles published in other fields or lower ranked journals, we went through the reference lists of all 10 studies from the systematic search to identify articles not discovered through the systematic search. Finally, we searched Google Scholar to find articles that cite articles from the literature search. It is our conviction that articles in the field have cited the highly-ranked articles from the search and we therefore included all relevant articles in this last step, even if they are not published by our selected journals. We found six additional published articles that also stem from journals ranked 3–4* in ABS; see Table 1.

![The result of the systematic review: 94 articles](image)

**Figure 3.** Articles from the systematic review in categories.

![Fields included in the literature search](image)

**Figure 4.** Fields included in the systematic review.

![Year of publication](image)

**Figure 5.** Number of publications per year (included articles).
Third, as shown in Figure 6, the type of case in the articles varies significantly, which provides advantages but, at the same time, limits comparability.

![Figure 6. Cases from articles in the systematic review.](image)

Fourth, most articles deal with legitimacy. Only three articles focus on strategic decision-making, even though decision-making is a controversial activity in a context of multiple logics. Figure 7 presents an overview of how social enterprises use PMSs.

![Figure 7. Uses of performance measurement systems (PMSs) in the articles from the systematic review.](image)

3. Results: The Four Uses of PMSs

As discussed above, we synthesize the articles based on Henri’s [24] four categories: monitoring, strategic decision-making, attention focusing and legitimacy. The main purpose is to understand which role PMSs play in social enterprises and whether PMSs increase or reduce performing tensions and help manage multiple logics in social enterprises.

3.1. Monitoring

One of the four ways PMSs can be used in organizations is to continuously monitor performance. However, in social enterprises it is more complicated because PMSs must balance between measuring commercial and social performance. In a study of how accounting can facilitate dialogue among stakeholders and integrate different perspectives on how to evaluate performance, PMSs increase performing tensions by creating a productive friction among stakeholders, which was found to be beneficial for the social enterprise [137]. Productive friction refers to an ongoing debate on how to define and evaluate good performance. However, productive friction is only achieved if PMSs integrate different aspects of performance and stakeholders have the chance to discuss and adjust the PMS [137,138]. Based on the findings from the case, Chenhall et al. [137] present three processes that are important in creating productive friction and managing logics. First, it is important to create an acceptance among stakeholders that PMSs are inherently incomplete. However, PMSs still have a mediating role if different evaluative principles are included [137]. Second, it is necessary to make the attributes of accounts (e.g., numbers, indicators and narrative descriptions) visible, so that stakeholders
understand how PMSs measure performance so as to challenge and discuss how to measure and integrate performance [137]. Third, the type of responses in situations where tensions increase is important. A productive response is a debate among stakeholders that focuses on the principles of PMSs, whereas debates over the mechanics of PMSs are unproductive and can in some cases lead to “stuckness” [137] (p. 269). In a study of a social enterprise (WISEs), Battilana et al. [139] study factors that influence social performance. They find that an effective approach to improve performance is to separate social and commercial activities but create “spaces of negotiation,” which they define as “arenas of interaction that allow all staff members to discuss and agree on how to handle the daily trade-offs that they face across social and commercial activities” [139] (p. 1660).

Furthermore, PMSs can—by mediating transparency between the social enterprise and its stakeholders—help the social enterprise to stay focused on multiple logics. Busco et al. [34] study a social enterprise that sells technical products on the commercial market and have a social objective of developing new technology. Information from the PMS tells employees which projects (social and commercial) to prioritize. Furthermore, the enterprise shares access to the PMS with its stakeholders. Sharing access to the PMS helps the social enterprise not only to create legitimacy but also to secure a balance between logics because it allows stakeholders to keep track of how the social enterprise performs and prioritizes logics. Furthermore, the case shows that the PMS reduces performing tensions because all projects (social and commercial) are prioritized in the PMS [34]. As a side effect, the study also finds that by having the right indicators for measuring performance, PMSs can increase innovation in social enterprises because integrating social and commercial projects forces employees to think differently, which results in innovative solutions and increases effectiveness [34].

In other situations, PMSs increase performing tensions that are unfavourable [48,50]. First, performing tensions increase because it is possible to quantify and compare commercial performance in the short term, whereas social performance is uncertain and will mostly accrue in the long term, which makes it easier for stakeholders to focus on measures for commercial performance [48]. This increases performing tensions because it is unclear how the social logic comes into play and is measured. Millar and Hall [50] study the use of SROI in social enterprises and find several implications and barriers when trying to measure social performance, such as the problem of using standardized measures, the fact that SROI is time- and resource-intensive to use, conflicting assumptions, difficulties of obtaining non-financial outcomes, lack of comparability, high complexity and lack of acceptance among stakeholders.

Second, implementing PMSs as a consequence of external demands and without involving internal stakeholders might increase tensions. Christiansen and Skærbæk [140] follow a process of implementing a PMS. The PMS is implemented due to external demands. The PMS increases tensions because employees perceive the PMS as reducing their influence on their work and limiting their possibility for creativity. Instead, the PMS enhances the power of the external stakeholders and management, who gain access to information because processes become transparent.

3.2. Attention Focusing

PMSs can emphasize critical aspects of performance and help management align stakeholders to the strategy by measuring and reporting on selected indicators, which reduces both performing and belonging tensions [137]. First, PMSs can help managers re-balance logics and enhance legitimacy if PMSs are combined with stakeholder engagement [41]. PMSs can reduce performing and belonging tensions by mediating a sense-making process of reducing multiple interpretations of organizational identity and securing that stakeholders have the same perception of what the objectives of the social enterprise are. PMSs can reduce belonging tensions by constructing a shared organizational identity and create a feeling of belonging if they represent both logics [8,44].

However, PMSs have several limitations that reduce their usefulness for drawing attention to multiple logics. First, PMSs alone cannot balance logics if social enterprises become too focused on commercial performance (mission drift). Ramus and Vaccaro [141] show how senior management
tries to shift its focus from commercial performance to social performance. The PMS is not helpful for mediating the process. Instead, the PMS only becomes a marketing tool because employees dismiss it as a monitoring tool and instead focus on commercial objectives.

Second, performing tensions can arise when stakeholders interpret information from PMSs differently. PMSs tell different stories depending on the person who looks at the information. In a study of budget carry-forwards in schools, Ezzamel et al. [142] find that budget information is interpreted differently depending on stakeholders’ logics. Some interpret budget carry-forwards positively, while others find that a surplus is bad. Finally, PMSs increase tensions and reduce the usefulness for attention focusing when stakeholders use PMSs to support their own logics [41,142].

Social enterprises can secure attention to logics by separating social and financial activities [43]. To reduce performing tensions, resources can be allocated once a year to sub-units. This can be an advantage, as it leads to a limited need for prioritizing between logics during the year. However, it does not help decision-makers at the time of the resource allocation [43,139].

3.3. Strategic Decision-Making

PMSs can help organizations identify opportunities to increase value [96]. Evidence on how PMSs influence decision-making in social enterprises is scarce but three main findings appear from the literature. First, decision-making is conditional on the specific situation [43]. In a study of a Swedish football club, senior managers use three different measures for decision-making: league-table position (sports-related), financial result (business-related) and the amount of equity (business-related). The study shows that the relationship between logics depends on the specific situation. In situations with poor commercial performance, commercial performance is given priority over sports performance. In situations where both commercial and sports performances are satisfactory from a management perspective, logics are not perceived to be incompatible or to create tensions from a management point of view. Finally, the case also illustrates that even when senior managers knew that giving priority to sports performance would affect the commercial result, they gave priority to sports performance if the commercial performance was adequate and the sports performance was poor [43]. In some situations tensions did not exist, whereas in other situations discussions about what to give priority to created tensions.

The second main finding is that to benefit from using PMSs in decision-making it is crucial to involve stakeholders [41], which can be done by creating “spaces of negotiation” [139], giving access to information from the PMS [34] and using different measures representing different logics [43]. In a study by Chenhall et al. [137], stakeholders discuss how to create a PMS for strategic decision-making and monitoring. It is this dialogue that creates productive friction, improves the PMS, and, by that, performance.

Thirdly, decision-making is often decoupled from formal reporting because of high complexity and conflicts among decision-makers due to decision-makers’ individual backgrounds, professions and values that cannot be represented in PMSs [143]. In such a situation, PMSs increase performing tensions.

3.4. Legitimacy

Social enterprises have to develop PMSs if they face demands for transparency from external stakeholders [144,145]. However, it does not necessarily mean that social enterprises also use PMSs for internal purposes. Instead of reducing tensions, PMSs developed for enhancing legitimacy often increase performing and belonging tensions [140,142,146].

Social enterprises adapt PMSs from the private sector to gain legitimacy, even though conventional PMSs fail to show the hybrid value creation of social enterprises [48]. The result is that PMSs become window-dressing rather than a source to improve organizational learning and effectiveness [146]. Nicholls [48] (p. 766) notes in her study that “as a result, they often reflect larger power structures and normative social pressures rather than internal processes.” This often increases performing tensions because PMSs are decoupled from decisions and activities performed in the social enterprise. It can
be challenging to use PMSs to enhance legitimacy due to the lack of standards for PMSs in social enterprises. PMSs are used strategically in various ways by social enterprises according to their specific objectives [48]. This can be an advantage because social enterprises can adjust PMSs to their context but it is also problematic because the information provided is often limited, fragmented and therefore of little value for users because of the lack of standardization and comparability [48]. In the study by Ezzamel et al. [142], budgeting brings the commercial logic into schools, which many actors find difficult to manage. Employees create buffers in the system, trying to avoid the commercial logic but still gain legitimacy by using budgets.

4. Discussion

4.1. The Role of PMSs

It is the objective of this paper to gain a deeper understanding of the role of PMSs in social enterprises. In Figure 8, we present the analytical framework extended by findings from the analysis. Based on the findings, we present three roles that PMSs have in social enterprises to manage multiple logics. PMSs can assume the roles of a mediator, a disrupter and a symbolizer. It is important to note that PMSs can have several roles simultaneously. It is therefore not a continuum from mediator to disrupter to symbolizer.

![Figure 8. Analytical framework extended by the findings.](image)

The analysis shows that performing tensions do not always have to be reduced but that it can be beneficial to increase performing tensions as long they create productive friction. Therefore, the role of PMSs does not correlate with how successfully PMSs reduce tensions. The role of PMSs partially correlates with their uses but different factors influence the role of PMSs.

PMSs must represent different aspects of performance as well as different stakeholder values to function as a mediator. Furthermore, stakeholders have to accept PMSs as being a valuable and fair tool. PMSs can have a mediating role in several ways. First, PMSs can mediate innovation by forcing employees to focus on both social and commercial activities simultaneously, which can improve creativity and performance [34]. Second, PMSs mediate dialogue and alignment among stakeholders if they are designed to capture both social and commercial performance [41,137,141,145]. Third, PMSs have their strongest role in enhancing legitimacy [144]. The use of PMSs to create legitimacy often conflicts with the use of PMSs for decision-making, creating a dysfunctional decoupling. One example is the PMSs in a Swedish football organization [43]. The organization has budgets and PMSs for each unit to avoid endless discussions related to trade-offs between sport and business. These PMSs are league-table position (sports-related), financial result (business-related) and the amount of equity (business-related). It is a help to decision-makers that both logics are represented in the PMSs but it
is still trade-offs and discussions among top management that help the organization move forward, while the PMs help each manager to represent his unit.

PMs disrupt the relation between logics and increase tensions if the only outcome of PMs is a discussion about how and what to measure [147]. These discussions tend to be unproductive and lead to “stuckness” [137] (p. 269). Developing an appropriate PMS can be challenging, as social enterprises are accountable across multiple logics and toward a range of stakeholders [145]. A PMS can create friction among stakeholders if it does not represent their logics, which is disruptive and increases tensions. The challenge is biggest when PMs have to integrate commercial performance with social performance. In a situation where the demand for measurement comes from external stakeholders, while internal stakeholders try to avoid it, PMs are disruptive and often increase tensions [140–142,146]. “When interests conflict, PM becomes more complicated and decoupled, because it is not clear what is wanted and consequently, what should be done or measured” [35] (p. 386). In some organizations, PMs fail to include important aspects of performance. There, stakeholders will try to work against PMs that do not represent their values. A study of the Royal Danish Theatre finds that the PMS creates frustrations and discussions among a group of artists, because they feel that the PMS does not take their position and priorities into account [140]. Instead, they lose their artistic freedom and the PMS is a tool implemented by government agencies to enforce control and their own interests. In another case, the PMS is subject to endless discussions on how to measure performance, which results in the organization getting “stuck” [137].

In some cases, the use of PMs enhances legitimacy. In such a situation, the PMs function as a symbolizer. This may lead to the PMs also becoming a disrupter, because a decoupling of the PM and decision-making can increase all four types of tensions, which in this context is disadvantageous. In one Italian social enterprise, management tried to implement a new PMS because the social enterprise had been focusing too much on commercial activities [141]. The PMS was implemented without stakeholder involvement and was seen as a marketing tool that was not useful for monitoring or decision-making. The result was that the organization used commercial measures, while the PMS was only used for external reporting.

4.2. Factors Influencing the Use of PMs

In the course of our analysis, we discovered that the role of PMs is affected by several factors: decision-makers’ influence, situation-specific interdependence, institutional factors, stakeholder interpretation of PMs and design characteristics of PMs. The factors are added to the framework to give us a deeper understanding of the role of PMs; see Figure 8. The analysis shows that there is no unique way of modelling the role of PMs because of the influence from these factors. We discuss their ambivalent effects on managing tensions in the following subsections.

4.2.1. Decision-Makers’ Influence

Decision-makers influence the role of PMs to a great extent [138]. If decision-makers give priority to one logic, they might exploit PMs to give priority to their preferred logic while neglecting others [48,147,148]. In a study of two theatres, it is clear how the personal values held by the directors are an important driver for balancing between the art and commercial logic [138]. In another study, the PMS is decoupled from decision-making due to pressure, conflicts and personal values [143]. It is not possible to generalize about whether the influence from decision-makers makes PMs function as mediators or disrupters. However, the analysis indicates that it is uncommon for PMs to function as an independent tool to secure a balance between social and commercial logics, because PMs will either be shaped to fit decision-makers’ expectations or will be reduced to a symbolizer, decoupled from decision-making.
4.2.2. Situation-Specific Interdependence

Findings from the analysis show that there is a dynamic relationship among logics inside social enterprises, which differs from the dominant perception in the literature. Carlsson-Wall et al. [43] find that logics are prioritized differently within the same social enterprise and, more importantly, logics are not incompatible per se but may only conflict based on the situation. In a football club, a good sports performance often leads to good commercial performance due to higher ticket sales, more lucrative TV licenses and increased revenue from advertising and sponsorships [43]. In such a situation, logics do not conflict but create mutual value. It is difficult to say whether PMSs mediate when logics are prioritized differently in different situations. PMSs mediate by giving separate information about sports and commercial performance. However, PMSs do not integrate numbers from each unit, so it is up to decision-makers to prioritize and decide which logic should be given priority in a given situation. Based on these limited findings, PMSs cannot reduce performing tensions when it comes to decision-making as long as separate PMSs exist and logics are measured separately.

4.2.3. Institutional Factors

The analysis shows that the role of PMSs depends on different factors. In one study, the funding situation influences whether the role of PMSs was an informative tool (symbolizer) or an implicative tool (mediator) [138]. Gooneratne and Hoque [146] show how external institutions play a vital role in the adaption of PMSs. A desire for legitimacy also influences the adoption of structures and practices. External demands for PMSs can increase tensions because PMSs are adopted only in the role of a symbolizer with no relation to monitoring, strategic decision-making and attention focusing.

4.2.4. Stakeholder Interpretation of PMSs

Stakeholders’ different logics influence how they perceive and use PMSs [48,140,142,145]. Ezzamel et al. [142] study budget carry-forwards and find that the interpretations of budget carry-forwards vary among stakeholders. Some stakeholders see them as safeguarding and securing resources for the next year, while other stakeholders consider this money as being spent for the current year. Still other stakeholders perceive budget carry-forwards as a signal that schools have too large budgets [142]. Finally, PMSs are perceived differently among stakeholders because PMSs can change power positions and enhance or reduce power, autonomy and control among stakeholders [140].

4.2.5. Design Characteristics of PMSs

In many situations, the characteristics of PMSs will affect whether PMSs mediate, disrupt, symbolize, reduce or increase tensions. It is therefore crucial to develop measures representing both logics [137]. The imperfection of PMSs and the difficulties of measuring social performance make it important to render the attributes of PMSs visible [137]. PMSs can then cause different logics to materialize and create a space for negotiation relating to monitoring and attention focusing [137,139,140]. However, if PMSs only represent one logic, performance will be measured according to norms, criteria and standards appropriate only for that logic and PMSs will disrupt and increase tensions [140]. One approach is to integrate social and commercial performance through frameworks, such as Blended Value Accounting and Social Return on Investment. However, these systems still have to be developed further [48,50].

Social enterprises can choose to divide the organization into sub-units, which is called “structural differentiation” [43] (p. 48). Sub-units then have their own PMS for monitoring and do not have to integrate logics. This allows stakeholders to focus on their own objectives without the risk of creating tensions [43,138,139]. When social enterprises are divided into sub-units, decisions about resource allocation only have to be taken once a year during the budgeting phase. In the course of the year, sub-units can prioritize the use of resources [16,138]. However, it is not always possible to separate logics and if logics are separated, there is a risk of counteractions and undetected
contradictions [16]. In a Swedish football club, logics were separated among the sub-units [43]. However, senior management still had to combine logics for strategic decision-making. Tensions arose, since it is not easy to combine measures and because measures are used to support managers’ preferred logics [35]. Therefore, when decision-makers prioritize logics differently, tensions can be difficult to manage. Hence, separating logics by splitting PMSs is by definition not beneficial. However, there is some evidence that it helps to reduce tensions in monitoring and attention focusing and secures resources for each logic during the year but also that PMSs have limited influence on decision-making.

PMSs can be designed to emphasize a logic, while other logics are given priority in decision-making. In such a situation, the role of PMSs is reduced to that of a symbolizer [24,41]. The role of a PMS can also be reduced to a symbolizer if employees avoid it and management focuses on using it for gaining legitimacy by showing commitment to social and commercial logics, while other measures are used for monitoring performance [41]. Busco et al. [34] argue that tensions do not exist among logics if both logics are represented in the PMS. In such a situation, no logic becomes dominant because stakeholders can follow the social enterprise and interact with it though the PMS. However, this study only discusses a PMS in relation to monitoring and legitimacy.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Synthesis of the Findings

Findings from the analysis show that PMSs can have a mediating, disruptive and symbolizing role. A PMS is a mediator when it is capable of presenting information about performance and keeping track of critical success indicators for different aspects of performance with respect to different values. However, there are several situations in which PMSs are disruptive. First, when PMSs increase tensions because of uncertainty about what and how to measure. Second, when stakeholders have different interpretations of PMSs and what PMSs show. Third, when PMSs change the power structures among stakeholders [140,142]. Fourth, when PMSs are associated with one specific logic, making it difficult for other logics to use it as a material tool [142]. Fifth, when PMSs are not adjusted to the hybrid nature of social enterprises. Sixth, when one logic has already become dominant [41]. Finally, when social enterprises try to fit into traditional financial reporting developed for commercial use.

It is therefore crucial to adjust PMSs to the hybrid nature of social enterprises because it will help these social enterprises to meet the increasing demand for being transparent. Furthermore, to reduce tensions, social enterprises may separate social and commercial activities into units or independent organizations. However, to make decisions about resource allocation, logics must be integrated. A major finding is that very few articles deal with how PMSs mediate or disrupt decision-making in social enterprises. It is even more remarkable that suggestions for how PMSs can mediate in decision-making are scarce. In particular, it is unclear how decision-makers handle multiple logics in a situation where giving priority to one logic has a negative impact on the other logic. Findings show that most cases studied have the advantage that logics correlate, which means that commercial performance leads to social performance and vice versa. In other types of social enterprises, we expect to find a clear trade-off between commercial and social performance.

The role of PMSs becomes more complex because in some situations PMSs mediate by increasing performing tensions, whereas in other situations they disrupt and increase tensions. Furthermore, the role of PMSs is influenced by different factors; see Figure 8. It is thus difficult to say what the role of PMSs is in a specific social enterprise because of the influence from these factors.

One clear finding from the analysis is that PMSs in social enterprises need to facilitate a dialogue among stakeholders [41]. This is only possible if performance is evaluated according to different criteria. It is important that PMSs can visualize different aspects of performance to prevent mission drift, construct identity and ensure that the social enterprise maintains its legitimacy among stakeholders. A PMS is not able to integrate all aspects of social and commercial performance. However, by combining multiple evaluation principles and involving stakeholders in discussing and developing measures,
it helps to create “productive friction” [137] (p. 269). This also helps social enterprises to come up with new ideas and combine logics in ways that create innovation [34,137].

Our goal was to increase the understanding of how social enterprises can benefit from using PMSs. The review contributes to the existing literature in three ways. First, we provide insight about the situations in which PMSs help social enterprises in monitoring, attention focusing, decision making and creating legitimacy. Developing three roles of PMSs helps us to get a better understanding of the situations and circumstances in which PMSs help social enterprises. This insight may help practitioners to a better understanding of how they can benefit from using PMSs but, more importantly, we also show that PMSs are not always useful for all purposes and have to be used in conjunction with other mechanisms, such as stakeholder involvement. We show that it is not always beneficial to use PMSs to minimize tensions but that PMSs can create tensions that lead to a productive dialogue and thereby improve performance. From our analysis, we see a relation between the role of PMSs and the expectations of uses and incentives behind the PMSs—such as PMSs supporting hidden agendas—often end up being disruptive. Second, the paper defines factors (decision-makers’ influence, situation-specific interdependence, institutional factors, stakeholder interpretation of PMSs and design characteristics of PMSs) influencing the role of PMSs. Third, we show that despite the rapidly increasing number of social enterprises and their predicted future impact on society, there is a lack of research on how these organizations balance and manage multiple logics. Especially, it is important to get a deeper understanding of how PMSs mediate decision-making and which additional factors influence the role of PMSs. The paper demonstrates that only 16 articles have studied the role of PMSs in social enterprises. Next, we provide suggestions for future research since we still need to learn more about how PMSs can contribute to managing multiple logics and tensions in social enterprises.

5.2. Future Research

Future research could therefore look at several aspects. First, social enterprises look for PMSs that have adjusted to their hybrid nature and can combine social and commercial performance. Tools such as Blended Value Accounting and Balanced Scorecard have moved the field forward [48]. However, these frameworks still need further development in order to gain broad acceptance. Relative performance evaluation is a new concept, which could change the way social enterprises measure performance. Future research could be carried out as a case study to see whether social enterprises can benefit from using relative performance evaluation. Further research could look deeper into why, besides wanting to satisfy external demands, social enterprises adapt PMSs. If social enterprises define the purpose of PMSs more clearly, it may be easier to find suitable frameworks that match either the demand for informing stakeholders or the need for detailed information for decision-making. More research is also needed to understand the role of PMSs in decision-making and the ways in which PMSs can mediate and help social enterprises manage multiple, and especially conflicting, logics in decision-making. Within the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) literature [110], a new strand of literature discusses whether compensation of managers linked to CSR increases the focus on CSR [25]. There is a lack of research focusing on the relation between management compensation and PMSs. Future research should investigate the opportunities for using PMSs in social enterprises as a mechanism for coupled social performance and incentives. The analysis shows that different factors influence the role of PMSs. Further research could look for other factors that influence the role of PMSs equally well or look at whether the role of PMSs changes from mediator to disrupter because of the influence from certain factors. It is especially interesting to look at how corporate governance systems influence the development and use of PMSs in social enterprises. Future research could also look at the relation between decoupled PMSs and decision-making to get a deeper understanding of the situations in which PMSs become decoupled from monitoring and decision-making. Another avenue for future research could be to look at the use of PMSs and whether social or commercial logics dominate different uses of PMSs. Finally, future research could elaborate on the findings from Carlsson-Wall et al. [43] and shed light on the situation-specific relations among logics. In the case
study of the football club, giving priority to sports performance did benefit commercial performance in the long term. However, in many social enterprises this is not the case. It could therefore be interesting to see how a social enterprise takes decisions in a situation where benefitting one logic results in bad performance in the other.

5.3. Limitations

This review has several limitations. First, the analysis of studies relies on a qualitative subjective evaluation and criterion for analysis based on the researchers’ interpretations. Second, the search was limited to certain key words, which may have limited the number of articles found. Third, the review excludes theoretical articles. Studies of organizations within the public or non-profit sector could potentially have contributed to the analysis. Many of the studies included in the review had different ways of studying the phenomenon. The analyses try to solve these ambiguities. However, nuances in the comparison of studies may have been lost. Even though the number of articles is limited and it is not possible to generalize about the role of PMSs, the literature review still contributes with important knowledge and understanding.
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